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 Commentary 
 

2022: A Tough Year for Investors 

2022 was a tough year for equity and bond investors.  In some 

areas, it was the worst calendar year performance in history, 

or at least the worst experienced in some time. 

On the equity side, investors that enjoyed strong performance 

for years in higher growth companies with promises of 

“innovation” were reminded that fundamentals and 

valuations matter.  This year, investors shifted away from 

speculation and back to higher quality companies, with strong 

fundamentals, real earnings and cash flows and with stocks 

trading at moderate valuations.  We believe this is where most 

investors should focus, rather than over-speculating in areas 

with a lot of “hype”.  It remains to be seen whether investors 

will stick to fundamentals or race back to speculation once we 

get through a potentially tougher economic environment in 

2023. 

On the bond side, investors were up against the U.S. Federal 

Reserve raising interest rates to try to fight inflation.  Interest 

rates across the yield curve shifted higher, pushing bond prices 

across maturities lower.  The quick move higher in interest 

rates had some investors caught off guard and resulted in 

painful bond performance in 2022.  By some measures, 2022 

was one of the worst calendar year performances for bonds in 

history.  The good news is that bonds are now paying yields at 

a higher level than they have been in a long time.  With a 

potential pause in interest rate hikes by the Fed this year, bond 

performance may be better in 2023.  

Equity and bond markets were lower in 2022, but the 

economic data did not reflect the magnitude of the weakness 

in financial markets.  Although real GDP (gross domestic 

product) numbers in both Q1 and Q2 of 2022 were negative 

and investors fought over the definition of a recession, those 

negative quarters came off of a very strong 2021 and should 

not have been a surprise.  Real GDP in Q3 showed a strong 

rebound, up 3.2%, which surprised many.2  We would 

anticipate a slowdown in Q4 real GDP based one some recent 

weakness in economic data, but it remains to be seen how the 

data will shake out. 

2022’s economic performance relative to performance of 

financial markets should be a stark reminder that the health of 

the economy and the performance of financial assets do not 

need to coincide in a parallel fashion.  Investors attempt to 

Source:  Morningstar Direct1  

Highlights 

• 2022 was volatile for equity and bond investors as speculative 

excesses were being removed from the markets and the Fed 

raised interest rates. 

• High quality assets performed relatively well in an uncertain 

environment. 

• 2023 could remain challenged in the U.S. but investors that 

look through short-term challenges could benefit over the 

longer-term. 
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forecast the future and position investments accordingly 

based on their views of the future.  This is one reason why the 

markets can move before the economy does.  In addition, the 

performance of financial markets can often impact the 

economy itself if the financial markets create enough 

performance shock.   

The decline in equity markets and other risk assets in 2022 may 

have been driven by a weaker economic outlook for 2023.  If 

the economy does materially weaken in 2023, investors should 

not be surprised to see a potential rally in equities and other 

risk assets as investors position for a possibly stronger 

subsequent rebound from that economic weakness. 

 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis2 

Looking Forward 

From a macro perspective, 2023 is anticipated to be a 

continuation of  2022, with the U.S. Federal Reserve continuing 

to reduce monetary support through higher interest rates in 

an attempt to reduce inflation by slowing the U.S. economy.  

Depending on the severity of the economic slowdown and the 

impact on corporate profits and consumer spending, equity 

markets and other risk assets could remain volatile in 2023.   

We believe the Fed may pause its interest rate hikes in 2023, 

potentially maxing out at around 5.00-5.25% on the fed funds 

rate.  The Fed has indicated it may keep the fed funds rate at 

elevated levels for some time until it is clear inflation is under 

control.  This can be good for bond investors as higher yields 

may persist for longer than has been the case in recent history.  

Monetary policy often impacts the economy with a lag and it 

may take some time for the Fed’s actions to show up in 

economic activity. 

We believe there will be a natural deceleration in growth in the 

U.S. economy, but it is uncertain to what the magnitude will 

be.  The Fed has been consistent in its desire to bring down 

inflation and appears to have provided ample time for 

economic participants to make adjustments.  Consumers and 

companies have relatively strong balance sheets and could 

handle a mild economic slowdown.   

Outside of the U.S., the Chinese government has recently 

indicated a desire to relax COVID-related restrictions, which 

could cause a surge in demand from Chinese consumers and 

businesses.  Although a spike in COVID-related cases could 

negatively impact China’s health care system over the very 

short-term, once the case surge subsides, pent-up demand 

from a multi-year lockdown could be beneficial for the global 

economy.  The Chinese economy is the second largest in the 

world (ranked by GDP) behind the U.S., so any change in the 

Chinese economy has the potential to impact the rest of the 

world. 

From an investment standpoint, we believe U.S. equity 

valuations remain somewhat elevated at the large cap index 

(S&P 500, NASDAQ 100) level and in more defensive areas of 

the market, but opportunities outside of those areas, including 

outside of the U.S., appear attractive from a longer-term 

perspective.  We continue to prefer to be allocated to higher 

quality growing companies with strong balance sheets, 

experienced management, and with stocks that are trading at 

moderate valuations.   

We continue to like international developed and emerging 

market equities.  We believe a combination of attractive 

valuations across foreign equity markets, China’s “reopening”, 

and a stable/declining U.S. dollar, could result in a period of 

attractive performance for international equities going 

forward. 

We believe bonds are currently providing attractive total 

return potential at current yield levels and are even more 

attractive if the Fed succeeds in bringing inflation down.  

Although diversification did not provide much benefit in 2022, 

we believe it could help going forward.  Credit spreads do not 

appear to be “buy with both hands” attractive from a valuation 

standpoint on a short-term perspective, but the total return 

may be attractive for longer-term investors at these levels. 

At some point in 2023, investors may start to look through to 

2024 and position for a cyclical rebound and better times 

ahead.  This could mean a rotation into economically-sensitive 

and higher risk assets as investors hope for risk appetite to 

return sometime this year.  Although short-term investors may 

be concerned with a potential economic slowdown and remain 

defensive, longer-term investors should consider 

opportunities to add exposure to risk assets if markets 

experience heightened downside volatility over the next few 

months/quarters. 
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Q4 Market Review 

Equity Markets 

Global equity markets rallied in Q4 led by strength in 

international markets and less growth-oriented companies in 

the U.S.  The concern we had with speculative growth stocks 

to start the year continued with the material 

underperformance of these companies in Q4. 

Investors that were focused on high quality companies, trading 

at moderate valuations, across sectors and geographies were 

rewarded in Q4.  Economically-sensitive areas of the U.S. 

equity market generally outperformed, with strength seen 

across energy, financials, industrials and materials sectors.1 

International developed and emerging markets also 

performed well in Q4.  Valuations have remained compelling 

for some time, but a strong U.S. dollar had been a major 

headwind to foreign investments. In Q4, the U.S. Dollar Index 

declined over 7%, which added a tailwind to international 

equity markets in the quarter.1  

Bond Markets 

In Q4, the U.S. Federal Reserve raised the fed funds rate 1.25% 

(125 percentage points), with a 0.75% hike in November and a 

0.50% hike in December.  The fed funds rate target range is 

currently at 4.25%-4.5%, significantly higher than the 0.00%-

0.25% target range that started in January of last year.3 

Even with the Fed raising the fed funds rate in Q4, broader 

bond markets rallied.  Investors were quickly reminded that 

even if the Fed raises the fed funds rate, the rest of the yield 

curve does not have to change.  In Q4, yields across the 

intermediate to longer maturity Treasuries were relatively 

stable, but credit-sensitive bonds rallied and diversified bond 

investors were rewarded.  Investors appear to have taken 

advantage of the attractive higher yields and the perceived 

safety in bonds as they were increasingly concerned with a 

slowing economy and lower inflation in 2023 and beyond. 

In the following chart, the yield curve shows a shift from a 

steep-to-flat yield curve as of September 30th to a clear 

inverted yield curve as of December 31st with short-term 

interest rates higher than that of maturities farther out.  An 

inverted yield curve can often be seen as investors believing 

that higher interest rates caused by the Fed raising the fed 

funds rate may result in slower economic activity and inflation 

in the future (indicated by lower interest rates at maturities 

farther out). 

 

 

 

Source: Treasury.gov4 

Commodity Markets 

Commodity markets rallied in Q4 with strength coming from 

industrial and precious metals.  The significant rally in 

industrial metals may be driven by China’s attempt to reopen 

its economy and unleash consumer and business pent-up 

demand.  A stronger Chinese economy can mean higher 

demand for industrial metals, and thus higher prices for 

industrial metals.  A headwind for industrial metals is a 

continued slowdown in developed economies, as developed 

markets’ central banks continue to raise interest rates to try to 

combat inflationary pressures. 

Precious metals rallied in Q4, based on what we believe to be 

driven by a sharply declining U.S. dollar.  We had indicated in 

our previous quarterly commentaries that a weaker dollar may 

be needed for precious metals to rally, and that appears to be 

what happened in Q4. 

Energy markets overall were mixed.  WTI Crude Oil was higher 

in Q4, but a collapse in natural gas brought the broader 

Bloomberg Sub Energy Commodity Index lower for the 

quarter.1  Europe may be able to escape the worst case 

scenario for natural gas supplies this winter, which may have 

been the catalyst for natural gas prices to materially decline in 

Q4.  Oil prices may remain volatile as headwinds from the 

Russian/Ukrainian conflict and a slowing global economy clash 

with tailwinds from a potential economic reopening in China. 
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Currency Markets 

The U.S. Dollar Index declined from its recent highs as investors 

may have believed a mix of a U.S. Fed rate hike slowdown and 

a potential relaxation of Chinese COVID restraints as catalysts 

to sell the U.S. dollar that had reached historically high levels.  

If the U.S. dollar continues to decline from current levels, this 

can reduce some pressure on foreign currencies and potential 

contagion from an extremely high U.S. dollar may be avoided.   

The U.S. dollar has rallied significantly against other developed 

market foreign currencies since its low in 2008.  If a declining 

U.S. dollar persists, U.S. investors in foreign investments may 

also benefit as foreign currencies appreciate relative to the 

U.S. dollar.   

U.S. Dollar Index 

 

Source: Tradingview.com5 

 

2023 Equity and Bond Forecasts: Doing the Math 

With the start of any new year, investors are attempting to 

determine what the new year may bring in terms of equity and 

bond market performance.  Forecasted performance is based 

on various facts and estimated factors, with different opinions 

made based on experience with those facts and factors.  Since 

everyone has an opinion, even with the same data from the 

same firms, with access to the same personnel resources, 

investors from the same firm can come up with different 

forecasts for performance. 

At a minimum, we wanted to share the simple math to help 

provide insights into what can drive performance of equity and 

bond markets in 2023.   

 

 

 

Equity Performance Math 

This time of year, investment strategists from big name firms 

publish their year-end targets for the S&P 500 Index.  Based on 

published Wall Street strategists’ forecasts for the 2023 year-

end S&P 500 Index level,  the strategists’ forecasts range from 

3725 to 4575.6  With the macro uncertainty, it is no surprise 

that the year-end targets are wide for 2023 across these 

strategists.  It should be a clear reminder that even those 

investors with the most sophisticated tools, backed by the 

most educated and experienced people, can come to very 

different conclusions.  

 

Source: CNBC Research6 

Remember, Wall Street strategists are paid to come up with 

these forecasts.  These forecasts often change throughout the 

year and can change just based on the market itself going up 

or down.   

How do they get to these numbers?  Let’s do the simple math.  

One way to forecast the S&P 500 Index value is to multiply the 

estimated earnings-per-share (EPS) of the S&P 500 by the 

estimated trailing price-to-earnings ratio (what investors are 

willing to pay for those earnings) at the end of 2023. 

Equity Valuation:  EPS x P/E Ratio  

Equity Return: (Beginning Value / Forecasted Ending Value) – 1  

+ Dividend Yield % 

 

 

 

 

2023 S&P 500 Index Year-End Forecast

FIRM 

2023                        

S&P 500 

2023                             

EPS 

IMPLIED 

P/E 

CFRA 4575 227 20.1

Deutsche Bank 4500 195 23.1

Wells Fargo 4400 205 21.5

Oppenheimer 4400 230 19.1

BMO 4300 220 19.6

JPMorgan 4200 205 20.5

Evercore ISI 4150 206 20.2

RBC 4100 199 20.6

Credit Suisse 4050 215 18.8

Goldman Sachs 4000 224 17.9

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 4000 200 20.0

UBS 3900 198 19.7

Morgan Stanley 3900 195 20.0

Citi 3900 215 18.1

Barclays 3725 207 18.0

Median 4100 206 20.0
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We have seen EPS forecasts for the S&P 500 Index at the end 

of 2023 range from $195 to $230, and some higher/lower.  If 

we take those EPS estimates and multiply it by a 12-month 

trailing P/E ratio using the long-term median of 15x, 7 that puts 

the S&P 500 Index forecasted value between 2925 to 3450 for 

the end of 2023. 

If we change the P/E ratio range, from 10x (historical lower end 

of the range) to 25x (close to recent highs), the estimated value 

of the S&P 500 will change.  A bearish case could be made, that 

if earnings fall to $180 and investors revert back to a much 

lower valuation of 10x, the simple math gets to an S&P 500 

Index value of 1800 ($180 x 10 = $1800).  A bullish case could 

also be made.   If earnings get to $230 and investors are willing 

to pay up for those earnings at a 25x P/E multiple, that simple 

math gets the S&P 500 to 5750 on the S&P 500. 

Now let’s look at the potential total return, including 

dividends.  If we take the S&P 500 2022 year-end value of 3840 

and the median Wall Street strategist’s 2023 year-end 

forecasted value of 4100, the forecasted price return is 6.8%.  

If we add in an estimated 1.5% dividend yield for the index, the 

total return forecasted for the S&P 500 Index in 2023 is 8.3%. 

Although it may be interesting to try to forecast one-year 

performance for equity markets, most equity investors should 

have a longer time horizon of at least 3-5 years, and that 

assumes one has greater clarity than normal.  A one-year 

investment time horizon when investing in equities is not 

investing in companies, it is trading stocks on speculation and 

that is a big difference, in our opinion.   

Strong companies manage their business for the long term, not 

drastically adjusting their business year-over-year.  Investors 

should consider doing the same and refrain from frequently 

adjusting their investment strategy based on the short-term 

whims of the market.  

In summary, for investors trying to determine what their 

equity performance could be in 2023, determine what the 

earnings may be and a price-to-earnings multiple that 

investors might be willing to pay for those earnings.  Add an 

additional dividend yield and that should provide the 

anticipated return for 2023.   

Bond Performance Math 

To figure out how bonds could perform in 2023, you need to 

start with what the bond yields are currently trading at.  If we 

look at the U.S. Treasury yields around the 3- to 7-year 

maturities, the yield is around 4%.   

Treasury bond prices generally move based on the change in 

interest rates and the interest rate-sensitivity (measured by 

the duration metric).  All else equal, for every 1% change in the 

interest rate, a fixed rate bond price may move based on the 

duration metric.  Since fixed-rate bond prices generally move 

in the opposite direction of interest rates, the simple math is:  

Bond Price Movement =  change interest rate x (-1) x duration 

Let’s start with an average duration of 5.0 for a diversified, 

intermediate-term investment grade bond portfolio.  If 

interest rates remain flat in 2023, even with a duration of 5.0, 

prices for the bond portfolio may remain flat.  If prices are flat, 

and investors are receiving 4% yield, one can assume that the 

return for 2023 is 4% (yield + zero price return). 

If interest rates move up 1% to 5% with a duration of 5.0 and 

a yield of 4%, then the simple math is +1% x (-1) x 5.0 = bond 

prices down 5%.  Adding in the yield, the total return for the 

bond allocation is 4% yield minus 5% price return = -1% total 

return. 

If interest rates move down 1%, with a duration of 5.0 and a 

4% yield, then the simple math is: -1% x (-1) x 5.0 = bond prices 

up 5%.  Adding in the yield, the total return for the bond 

allocation is 4% yield plus the +5% price return = +9% total 

return. 

In summary, for bond investors trying to determine what their 

potential bond performance could be in 2023, determine the 

yield of the bond allocation, the duration of the bond 

allocation, and the estimated change in interest rates. 

Revisiting the Inflation Data 

In our last quarterly investment commentary, we provided 

some inflation-related data that the U.S. Federal Reserve, 

economists, investors and the business community may be 

reviewing to get a sense of where interest rates and the 

economy may be headed.  Let’s take an updated look. 

Personal Consumption Expenditures 

The core Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) Excluding 

Food and Energy Index has been volatile the last few months.  

From a peak of 5.4% (annualized) in February, the index fell to 

4.7% in July, bounced to 5.2% in September, then back down 

to its latest reading of 4.7% in November.8  We believe the U.S. 

Federal Reserve needs to see this number sustain at a much 

lower level to gain increased confidence that inflation is 

getting better under control. 
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; FRED8 
 
The key will be to watch the month-over-month data to 
see if it remains consistently lower, which should bring the 
longer-term 12-month data lower.  As shown in the table 
below, at least since August, the trend has been 
persistently lower, which is a positive sign from an inflation 
perspective. 

 

 AUG SEP OCT NOV 
PCE Excl. Food and Energy 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. Percent change from 
preceding month.9 

 
 

 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; FRED8 

 

Global Supply Chains 

Global supply chains continue to show some improvement as 

pressures subside.  There remains additional room for supply 

pressures to ease, which may improve further as China relaxes 

its COVID restrictions and Chinese workers get back to more 

sustainable work.  Investors will also need to keep an eye on 

the demand side of the equation.  If China experiences a strong 

economic rebound from its reopening, Chinese demand may 

put additional pressures on global supply chains as companies 

race to meet Chinese pent-up demand. 

 
   Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York.  Dates: 8/1998-11/2022.10 

Wages 

There are signs that employment wage pressures are on a 

decline.  There are some companies that have indicated their 

desire to reduce employee headcount, but it may not be 

enough to materially reduce wage pressures.  Employers 

struggled to find qualified labor during the pandemic and may 

be hesitant to reduce headcount, even in a potential 

recessionary environment. 

 

 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; FRED11 
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The unemployment rate of 3.5% remains at the lower end of 

the range over the last 30 years.11  The Fed may need to see 

much higher unemployment and slower wage increases to 

consider reducing interest rates from current levels.  With a 

tight labor market, it may take some time for unemployment 

to move to materially higher levels. 

 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; FRED12 

Corporate Earnings Growth Estimates Continue to Decline 

In our prior quarterly investment commentaries, we shared 

our belief that corporate earnings estimates may need to 

decline as the global economy slows.  This has indeed 

continued to be the case in Q4.  According to FactSet13, analyst 

forecasted Q4 2022 earnings for the S&P 500 Index is -2.8%.  

This is a decline from analyst forecasts of +3.7% as of 

September 30th.  For the full year 2023, analysts forecast 

earnings growth of the S&P 500 Index to be +5.3%.  This 

forecast is lower than the September 30th forecast of +8.2%. 

We continue to see headlines of companies reducing costs 

through headcount reduction and we believe discretionary 

expenditures may also be reduced.  If company management 

anticipates a global economic slowdown, with demand for 

goods and services declining and inflation remaining an issue, 

corporate earnings growth may be challenged. 

We do believe at some point declining demand will subside 

and an economic rebound can occur.  This may occur 

sometime in 2023 or 2024.  When demand for goods and 

services rebounds, leaner companies with reduced expenses 

can thrive and earnings growth can quickly accelerate. 

Investors need to be reminded that often the best time to 

increase risk is when the data is at its worst.  If economic and 

corporate earnings data becomes significantly worse in 2023, 

it may be a good time for longer-term investors to consider 

adding to equities and other risk assets to position for an 

eventual recovery. 

Investment Strategy 

 

Anticipate Continued Volatility in 2023 

2022 provided heightened volatility for investors across asset 

classes as equity and bond markets declined from elevated 

levels.  We believe this can continue in 2023, but it can also 

provide opportunities for longer-term investors. 

The U.S. Federal Reserve and other developed market central 

banks continue to fight inflation through monetary tightening 

and higher interest rates.  Higher borrowing costs and 

investors’ fear of a  global recession can be self-fulfilling, 

resulting in less consumer and business spending, which can 

quickly slow the global economy.  This can keep investors on 

edge and refrain them from adding to risk assets, with volatility 

remaining elevated. 

Be Patient and Opportunistic on Valuations 

Equity and bond valuations became increasingly attractive in 

2022 but markets quickly rallied from their lows.  Investors 

that were diversified across equities and bonds did not 

experience the benefits of that diversification in 2022, but the 

experience may be better going forward as valuations are 

starting the year at much healthier levels.  

From a valuation standpoint today, with a longer-term 

investment horizon, we see opportunities throughout the 

financial markets, across equities and bonds, equity market 

cap, sectors, investment styles and geographies.  International 

markets remain attractive from a valuation perspective, and 

recent outperformance of international markets may be 

telling.  We also believe economically-sensitive areas of the 

market and higher quality growth stocks are becoming more 

attractive for longer-term investors, as short-term fears 

continue to push these areas lower. 

We are increasingly concerned with higher valuations in more 

defensive areas of the equity markets, including defensive 

sectors (utilities, staples) and other higher quality, low 

volatility stocks.  In this uncertain environment, we believe 

investors may be paying too much of a premium for perceived 

short-term safety in these less volatile areas of the market.   

More tactical investors may want to start creating a game plan 

for adding to higher volatility areas of the market if equity 

markets take another leg lower in 2023, resulting in even 

better valuations than offered today.  Longer-term, diversified 

strategic investors should consider remaining focused on the 

long-term and take advantage of rebalancing opportunities if 

they occur.   
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Stay the Course and Remain Diversified 

We believe a diversified approach with a focus on higher 

quality assets can help withstand any short-term volatility that 

may persist in 2023.  Investors should try not to let heightened 

short-term volatility derail longer-term objectives. 

Equity valuations are starting the new year at a much better 

place than at the beginning of 2022.  If you have held through 

the volatility of last year, sticking to your allocation for the 

long-term is appreciatively better from these valuation levels 

looking forward.   

2023 may be another volatile year for equity investors, but at 

some point, investors will be looking through the challenges of 

2023 and into a potentially better 2024.  If equity markets 

continue to trend downward in 2023, investors should 

consider adding to equities and other risk assets to position  for 

a longer-term recovery. 

Investor sentiment outside of the U.S. has been weak, but a 

potential reopening of the Chinese economy following 

stringent lockdowns could provide a solid tailwind for investors 

allocated to investments that are economically-sensitive to 

China reopening.  With potential stability or a decline of the 

U.S. dollar, diversification to investments outside of the U.S. 

may be beneficial in 2023. 

From a bond perspective, yields across bond sectors are at 

levels not seen in several years.  Even if interest rates continue 

to move higher in 2023, the yield cushion of 3-4%+ on 

investment grade bonds can help offset any potential price 

decline from interest rates moving higher.  If interest rates 

remain stable, the income generation from bonds remains 

attractive and investors should take advantage.  If interest 

rates decline from current levels in 2023, fixed-rate bond 

prices can rally, providing potential price appreciation plus the 

income generation. 

Maintain Your Long-Term Financial Discipline 

As higher inflation continues to put pressure on the expense 

side of the economy, and the Fed’s pressure on financing costs 

through higher interest rates impacts borrowers, investors 

need to make sure their entire financial situation is in order. 

At Freedom Wealth Alliance, our financial advisors are 

available to provide you with insights across your entire 

financial picture, not just your investments.  Please reach out 

to your FWA financial advisor to revisit your long-term 

financial objectives and to help you execute your financial 

plans successfully. 
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FWA INVESTMENT COMMITTEE VIEWPOINTS 

Asset Class  Viewpoints 

Risk Assets 

 

Risk assets remain volatile as global central banks continue to reduce liquidity to try to fight persistent 
inflation.  Valuations remain somewhat elevated in the U.S. with potentially better valuation 
opportunities outside of the U.S.  Consider below investment grade bonds and emerging markets debt 
as higher income generating risk assets to pair with equities in this environment.  

   U.S. Equities 
 

Remain somewhat concerned with valuations in larger cap equities and defensive (utilities, staples, 
low volatility stocks) areas of the market.  Continue to prefer diversification across market cap in high 
quality growing companies with strong balance sheets, solid management teams and stock prices 
trading at moderate valuations. 

   Foreign Developed Equities 
 Valuations remain attractive outside of the U.S.  Geopolitical uncertainty in Russia/Ukraine and energy 

uncertainty in Europe is a short-term concern but could set up for longer-term strength.  Chinese 
government relaxation of COVID restrictions could be a tailwind to both Asia and Europe in 2023.  If 
the U.S. dollar continues to decline, it could provide a tailwind to U.S. investors in foreign equities. 

   Emerging Market Equities 
 China appears to be increasingly open to relaxing COVID-related restrictions.  If China can get through 

a quick, but potentially deadly COVID outbreak, multi-year pent-up demand could be a strong tailwind 
for the Chinese economy and Chinese economically-sensitive investments could benefit. 

   High Yield Bonds 

 Absolute yields remain attractive, but credit spreads have room to widen in a potentially weaker 
economy.  High yield bonds can be a solid high income-generating asset to pair with equities in this 
environment.  Due to the attractiveness of high yield bonds at these levels, the FWA IC has become 
increasingly bullish within risk assets at this time. 

   Emerging Markets Debt 
 

Emerging markets debt has rallied from recent highs and remains attractive from an absolute yield 
perspective.  A stable or falling U.S. dollar could reduce a headwind that negatively impacted emerging 
markets debt the last few years.  Volatility could persist, but if the global economy only experiences a 
moderate economic slowdown, emerging markets debt may be a suitable higher income-generating 
asset to pair with global equity exposure.  

   Commodities 
 

Commodity prices may remain volatile as the global economy slows.  This may be partially offset by 
potential increased demand from China reopening from a multi-year period of COVID restrictions. 

Conservative Assets 
 Absolute yields remain attractive across bond sectors.  In a moderately slowing economy, we prefer to 

remain diversified across sectors, preferring credit-sensitive assets with a yield advantage over 
government bonds and a willingness to maintain duration. 

   U.S. Government Bonds 
 U.S. government bond prices have rallied significantly from their recent lows.  Following this rally, the 

FWA IC became slightly bearish on government bonds.  We prefer to be allocated to U.S. investment 
grade corporate credit at this time. 

   U.S. Corporate Bonds 
 

U.S. corporate bonds rallied from their recent lows.  Although credit spreads can widen from here, we 
prefer shorter-dated U.S. investment grade corporate bonds over U.S. Treasuries at this time.   

Other 

 
Due to a slightly improved outlook on equities over the intermediate-term as over-speculation wanes 
and potential longer-term opportunities outside of the U.S. appear attractive, the FWA IC has become 
slightly bearish on equity hedges at this time.  Over the shorter-term, cautious investors may want to 
maintain hedges as volatility may persist.  Interest rates have declined from recent highs across the 
yield curve, thus a slight hedge on interest rate-sensitive assets may be warranted.   

 

FWA INVESTMENT COMMITTEE 
 

  

 

Eric Kulwicki, CFA 
Senior Portfolio Manager 
As the Senior Portfolio Manager, Eric leads the 
Freedom Wealth Alliance Investment Committee to 
determine investment strategy, drive research and 
construct multi-asset portfolios with a focus on 
managing risk for clients. 

Kurt Rozman 
President 
Kurt is the President of Freedom Wealth Alliance, a 
full service and fast growing financial services firm 
founded in the Midwest. Kurt has spent over 25 years 
of his professional career managing a variety of 
tactical investment strategies for clients.  

Darren Liberski 
Vice President 
Darren brings 20+ years of fundamental, technical 
and behavioral financial analysis experience to the 
team.  Darren’s valuable insights help determine how 
strategic allocations strive to satisfy different client 
preferences and expectations. 
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AGGRESSIVE GROWTH PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Aggressive Growth portfolios primarily provide equity exposure to companies with above average growth prospects.  The 
portfolios provide exposure to a mix of stable growth, secular growth and speculative, disruptive growth companies.  The portfolios 
are structured with less focus on valuation as being a driver of equity positioning.  The Aggressive Growth portfolios may 
underperform in weaker market environments or when investors become concerned with high valuations of growth companies. 
 

The Aggressive Growth portfolios rallied in Q4 as equities and credit rallied, but generally underperformed core equity indices as 
growth stocks underperformed.  Across equity managers, the more speculative and NASDAQ 100 Index managers lagged while small 
cap, mid cap and global growth managers performed relatively well in the quarter.  Within the fixed income allocation, a structural 
overweight to credit added value during the risk-on market environment. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The portfolios remain positioned across a diversified set of active managers that focus on investing on companies that are 

anticipated to grow at above average rates.  The portfolios also provide exposure to a position that passively tracks the NASDAQ 

100 Index. 

• The portfolios provide exposure to growth companies across large, mid and smaller companies with additional exposure to 

growing companies outside of the U.S. 

Conservative Assets 

• The Aggressive and Moderately Aggressive portfolios remain allocated to bond managers that manage moderately aggressive 

bond strategies.  The structural higher exposure to credit-sensitive bonds remains suitable for the Aggressive Growth portfolios, 

in our opinion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FREEDOM WEALTH ALLIANCE MANAGED PORTFOLIOS 
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ETF CORE PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA ETF Core portfolios provide exposure to broad equity and fixed income markets through lower-cost, ETF investments.  The 
portfolios have dedicated exposure to U.S. and international equities, high yield bonds and core, higher quality U.S. bonds.  Portfolios 
are not tactically managed and are fully invested to the target allocation. 
 

The ETF Core portfolios rallied in Q4 as global equity and bond markets rallied.  Exposure to higher quality large cap companies in 
the U.S. and exposure to international developed equity markets added material value in the quarter.  The portfolios’ exposure to 
high yield bonds was also additive, but high yield bonds underperformed core equities in Q4.  Across the ETF Core taxable fixed 
income allocation, a structural underweight to duration detracted as interest rate-sensitive bonds outperformed, but an overweight 
to credit was beneficial.  Across the ETF Core Muni fixed income allocation, an underweight to duration was a detractor as interest 
rate-sensitive munis outperformed. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The portfolios’ equity exposure remains passively diversified across large, mid and small caps with additional exposure outside 

of the U.S. in foreign developed and emerging markets. 

• The portfolios maintain dedicated exposure to high yield bonds to try to generate additional income for the portfolios. 

Conservative Assets 

• The portfolios maintain allocations to short-term and intermediate-term bonds across bond sectors.  We believe this 

diversification of maturities can help provide some potential benefits in volatile interest rate environments. 
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FLEXTREND PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA FlexTrend portfolios are structured to attempt to participate in the upside of persistent positive trending U.S. equity and 
credit markets and to protect value in persistent negative trending markets.  The portfolios can significantly reduce risk and raise 
cash and/or conservative fixed income exposure in large market drawdowns.  The portfolios are partially allocated to non-trend, 
defensively-managed equity and fundamentally-oriented fixed income strategies to attempt to provide further diversification.  The 
portfolios may underperform in trendless or choppy market environments.   
 

The FlexTrend portfolios rallied in Q4 as U.S. equity and bond markets rallied.  The structural diversified hedges dragged on the 
portfolios during the strong risk-on market environment, as would be anticipated.  Performance across hedged managers was mixed, 
with relative strength from our positions in a valuation-sensitive manager and a structural option-hedged manager, while positions 
in a trend-following manager and another option-hedged manager materially lagged.  Across the fixed income allocation, our 
position in a core plus bond manager added value as its positioning in credit added value, while our structural underweight to 
duration and our tactical credit managers lagged the broader core bond indices in Q4. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The FlexTrend portfolios maintain positions across a diversified set of equity hedging strategies.  These include strategies across 
structured option-hedged, trend-following, and valuation-sensitive tactical equity managers. 

• The FWA FlexTrend Trading Signal remained bearish to start January as the S&P 500 Index remains in an intermediate-term 
technical downtrend. 

 
Conservative Assets 

• The FlexTrend portfolios maintain positions across a mix of tactical credit managers and fundamentally-driven bonds managers.   

• We believe an allocation to tactical, trend-following bond managers can help protect value in persistent negatively trending bond 
markets, while fundamental value managers can provide persistent income generation and total return potential throughout a 
bond market cycle. 
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GLOBAL CORE PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Global Core portfolios provide long-term exposure to core U.S. and international equity and bond markets.  The portfolios 
are structured to participate in the upside of bullish global equity and credit markets.   The portfolios’ risk exposure is not tactically 
managed by Freedom Wealth Alliance and can result in poor performance in weak global market environments.   
 

The Global Core portfolios rallied in Q4 as global equities and bonds rallied.  In the quarter, international developed equity markets 
materially outperformed U.S. markets, helped in part by foreign currencies rallying against the U.S. dollar.  In the quarter, the 
strongest contributors included positions in a dedicated international developed market equity manager and a global value equity 
manager.  Exposure to emerging markets was also additive in the quarter as emerging market equities rallied.  In the Ultra-Aggressive 
portfolio, added exposure to international small caps was also beneficial in Q4.  Across the fixed income allocation, the bond 
managers’ underweight to duration was a detractor as interest rate-sensitive bonds outperformed.  In addition, the portfolios’ 
structural underweight to foreign currency in our bond allocation was a detractor as foreign currencies rallied in Q4. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The Global Core portfolios remain allocated across active and enhanced-index strategies to provide exposure across U.S. and 

international equity markets. 

• We remain positioned across different investment styles (growth, core, value) to try to provide additional diversification across 

the portfolios. 

Conservative Assets 

• We remain allocated across fundamentally-driven bond managers that we believe can successfully navigate a challenging bond 
market environment. 

• Our bond allocation is primarily invested in U.S. bond markets to try to limit foreign currency volatility across the portfolios. 
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GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Global Opportunities portfolios are diversified, multi-asset portfolios.  Tactical adjustments are driven by forward-looking, 
value-oriented, fundamental analysis.  The investment style tends to be contrarian in nature, becoming more defensive in what we 
believe to be overvalued markets, and more aggressive in undervalued fear-driven markets.  Portfolios will generally remain fully 
invested, with minimal cash balances.  May underperform in overvalued, momentum-driven markets.   
 

The Global Opportunities portfolios rallied in Q4 as global equities and bonds rallied.  In Q4, international markets performed well 
and the portfolios’ allocation to global value, global core, and international small cap equities was beneficial.  The portfolios’ 
dedicated exposure to U.S. small caps was additive, but lagged U.S. large caps in the quarter.  Our allocation to emerging market 
equity managers was a relatively neutral contributor as emerging markets were generally in-line with global equity indices in Q4.  
Exposure to multi-asset income was beneficial, but the position lagged core global equity indices.  Our position in a hedged equity 
manager dragged on the portfolios as its hedged structure reduced the upside participation in the equity rally, as would be 
anticipated.  Across the fixed income allocation, the portfolios’ underweight to duration was a detractor as interest rate-sensitive 
bonds outperformed.  In addition, the portfolios’ structural underweight to foreign currency exposure was a headwind relative to 
global core bond indices as foreign currencies rallied against the U.S. dollar in Q4. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The Global Opportunities portfolios maintain positions across a diversified set of actively-managed and enhanced-index 

strategies.  The portfolios remain allocated across investment styles and geographies to attempt to provide broad diversification 

across the global investment opportunity set. 

• We maintain active positions in emerging markets and international small caps where we continue to find longer-term valuation 

opportunities. 

• Due to continued concerns with valuations in the U.S. large cap equity market, we maintain a position in a U.S. hedged equity 

manager in the portfolios. 

Conservative Assets 

• The Global Opportunities portfolios remain allocated across actively-managed bond managers that have the flexibility to allocate 

across an increasingly attractive bond market. 
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INCOME PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Income portfolios primarily invest in high income-generating assets.  This can include investment grade bonds, high yield 
bonds, dividend-paying stocks, emerging markets debt and real estate securities.   
 

The Income portfolios rallied in Q4 as investors continued to gravitate to higher income-generating assets.  The strongest 
contributors in the quarter included global equity dividend, dividend growth, and option-income strategies.  Global equity exposure 
was also additive, but global real estate lagged broader equity markets in the quarter.  Multi-asset income strategies also contributed 
to the portfolios, but the structural underweight to equities resulted in them lagging broader core equity markets.  Across the fixed 
income allocation, an overweight to credit was a solid contributor but an underweight to duration detracted as interest rate-
sensitive bonds rallied. 
 
In our Income – Ultra-Conservative portfolio, the portfolio’s lack of equity exposure dragged on the portfolio relative to more 
diversified multi-asset conservative strategies in Q4 as equity markets rallied.  The portfolios’ structural underweight to duration 
was also a headwind as interest rate-sensitive bonds outperformed in the quarter. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The Income portfolios remain allocated across a variety of income-generating strategies, including global-dividend paying stocks, 
dividend growth, option income, multi-asset income, global real estate and closed end funds. 

 
Conservative Assets 

• The portfolios remain allocated across actively-managed bond strategies, led by managers we believe can successfully navigate 
challenging bond market environments. 

• The Income portfolios remain structurally overweight credit-sensitive managers to provide added income to the portfolios. 
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TOTAL RETURN PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Total Return portfolios provide long-term diversified exposure across U.S. and international equity, bond and income-
generating assets.  The portfolios are structured to participate in the upside of bullish equity and credit markets and provide 
moderate income generation.  The portfolios’ risk exposure is not tactically managed by Freedom Wealth Alliance and can result in 
poor performance in weak market environments.   
 

The Total Return portfolios rallied in Q4 as global equity and bond markets rallied.  The portfolios’ diversification to international 
markets was rewarded as international equity markets generally outperformed core U.S. equity markets in Q4.  The strongest 
contributors to performance in the quarter include exposure to global value, global core, international small cap, and U.S. large cap 
value equity managers.  Exposure to global growth equity managers was additive, but they generally lagged the broader global 
equity markets as growth stocks continued to underperform.  Exposure to multi-asset income strategies was also a positive 
contributor, but their structural underweight to equities resulted in lagging performance.  Across the Total Return and Total Return 
Muni fixed income allocation, a structural underweight to duration dragged on the portfolios as interest rate-sensitive bonds 
outperformed, but an overweight to credit was beneficial in the risk on market.   
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The Total Return portfolios remain positioned across a diversified set of actively- and passively-managed strategies, with 

elements of capital appreciation and income generation to drive total return over time. 

• The portfolios remain diversified across investment styles (growth, core, value) and across U.S., international developed and 

emerging markets. 

• We maintain exposure to multi-asset income strategies to try to increase the income generation of the portfolios. 

Conservative Assets 

• The portfolios remain allocated across actively-managed bond strategies, led by investment managers that have the flexibility to 
allocate across an increasingly attractive bond market. 

• We maintain a structural allocation to short-term bonds to try to provide diversification across bond maturities in the portfolios. 
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U.S. CORE PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA U.S. Core portfolios provide long-term exposure to core U.S. equity and bond markets.  The portfolios may have some 
exposure to non-core markets, including foreign assets and lower quality fixed income.  The portfolios are structured to participate 
in the upside of bullish U.S. equity and credit markets.   The portfolios’ risk exposure is not tactically managed by Freedom Wealth 
Alliance and can result in poor performance in weak U.S. market environments.   
 

The U.S. Core portfolios rallied in Q4 as U.S. equities and bonds rallied.  The strongest contributors in the quarter included exposure 
to a strategy that focuses on high quality companies in the S&P 500 Index, and a U.S. value equity manager.  Exposure to mid/small 
caps and growth stocks was additive, but these areas generally underperformed the broader large cap indices.  Minor exposure to 
a global core equity manager also positively contributed as its exposure to international equities was beneficial as international 
markets generally outperformed U.S. markets in the quarter.  Across the U.S. Core and U.S. Core Muni fixed income allocation, the 
underweight to duration dragged on the portfolios as interest rate-sensitive bonds outperformed in the quarter, but an overweight 
to credit was beneficial to the portfolios. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The U.S. Core portfolios maintain positions across U.S. equities, with diversification across market cap and investment style. 

• The portfolios are allocated across actively-managed, enhanced index, and passive index strategies. 

Conservative Assets 

• The portfolios remain positioned across actively-managed bond strategies.  We believe these bond managers have the expertise 
and deep resources to successfully navigate an increasingly attractive U.S. bond market. 
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DEFINITIONS 

S&P 500® Index:  The S&P 500® Index is a market cap-weighted stock market index of 500 companies across a number of industries.  

The index is often used as a broad representation of the common stocks of the largest publicly-traded companies in the United States. 

S&P 500® Growth Index:  The S&P 500® Growth Index is a subset of the S&P 500® Index, consisting of companies that exhibit above 

average growth based on sales, earnings and momentum. 

S&P 500® Value Index:  The S&P 500® Growth Index is a subset of the S&P 500® Index, consisting of companies that exhibit value, 

based on book value, earnings and sales to price. 

Dow Jones Industrial Average Index:  The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index is a price-weighted stock market index that tracks 30 

large, publicly traded companies in the United States. 

NASDAQ-100 Index:  The NASDAQ-100 Index is a stock index that includes the largest 100, non-financial stocks traded on the Nasdaq 

exchange. 

MSCI EAFE Index:  The MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia and Far East) Index is a stock market index constructed to measure the 

performance of large cap and mid cap stocks across developed countries around the world, excluding the U.S. and Canada. 

MSCI Emerging Markets Index:  The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a stock market index constructed to measure the performance 

of large and mid cap stocks across emerging countries around the world. 

Emerging Markets:  Emerging markets, also known as developing markets or developing countries, refers to countries, nations, and/or 

regions that are transitioning to more advanced economies.  Relative to developed economies, emerging markets often have higher 
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economic growth rates, lower per-capita incomes, higher sociopolitical instability, and less sophisticated financial markets.  

Investments in emerging markets can often be more volatile than in developed markets due to the potential for greater uncertainty 

in these markets. 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index:  The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index that 

measures investment grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed rate taxable bonds. 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate Bond Index:  The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate Bond Index is an unmanaged index that 

measures investment grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed rate taxable corporate bonds. 

High Yield Bonds:  High yield bonds refer to securities that are rated below investment grade by one of the established credit agencies 

(Standard & Poor’s, Fitch, Moody’s).  These securities are often perceived as having greater risk of default. 

ICE BofAML High Yield Master II Option-Adjusted Spread:  The ICE BofAML High Yield Master II Option-Adjusted Spread (OAS) is the 

calculated spreads between the computed OAS of the constituents of the ICE BofAML High Yield Master II Index weighted by market 

capitalization and a spot Treasury curve.  The ICE BofAML High Yield Master II OAS uses an index of bonds that are below investment 

grade (those rated BB or below).   

Bloomberg Commodity Index:  The Bloomberg Commodity Index is an index that is designed to provide diversified exposure to physical 

commodities via futures contracts. 

Bloomberg Sub Gold Index:  The Bloomberg Sub Gold Index is a commodity group sub index that is composed of futures contracts on 

gold.  It reflects the return of the gold futures price movements only and is quoted in U.S. dollars. 

Mutual Funds:  Mutual funds are generally constructed as a pooled investment vehicle, managed by an investment firm.  Mutual funds 

can be invested across stocks, bonds and other types of investments.  Mutual funds are priced at net asset value (NAV) at the end of 

each trading day.   

Exchange Traded Funds:  Exchange traded funds (ETFs) are generally constructed to attempt to track the performance of an underlying 

index.  ETFs can be invested across stocks, bonds and other types of investments.  ETFs can trade intra-day, similarly to common stocks. 

Closed End Funds:  Closed end funds (CEFs) are generally constructed as a pooled investment fund, actively managed by an investment 

management firm.  Closed end funds can be invested across stocks, bonds and other types of investments.  Closed end funds trade at 

a market price, which may be at a premium or discount to the net asset value of the underlying fund assets.  Closed end funds may 

utilize leverage, which can potentially increase returns and volatility relative to non-leveraged funds.  Closed end funds can trade intra-

day, similarly to common stocks. 

Risk Assets:  Risk assets generally refer to assets that carry a perceived high degree of risk and price volatility.  Risk assets can include 

stocks, lower quality bonds, highly interest rate-sensitive bonds, commodities, currencies and certain alternative strategies. 

Conservative Assets:  Conservative assets generally refer to assets that carry a perceived low degree of risk and price volatility.  

Conservative assets can include cash securities and higher quality, less interest rate-sensitive bonds. 

Tactical Investing:  Tactical or active investing is an investment strategy where investment decisions are driven by opinions based on 

gathered information.  There are a number of different tactical investment styles, including, but not limited to, valuation-sensitive and 

momentum-driven styles.  Tactical investing styles may also differ based on investment time horizons from days, weeks, months or 

years. 

Passive Investing:  Passive investing is an investment strategy that generally refers to buy and hold investing.  This investment style 

does not attempt to make changes to portfolio allocations or investments based on opinions and information gathering.  

Alternative Strategies:  Alternative strategies refer to investments or investment styles that often incorporate non-traditional tactical 

investing methods, including, but not limited to, technical analysis, shorting, arbitrage, utilizing leverage and short-term tactical 

trading.  Alternative strategies may also be referred to by their investment style categories, including, but not limited to, long/short 

equity, hedged equity, managed futures, unconstrained, and global macro.  Alternative strategies may perform very differently from 

traditional asset classes, thus investors must be aware of the potential for widely differentiated performance relative to traditional 

stock and bond markets over shorter periods of time. 
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Fundamental Analysis:  Fundamental analysis refers to making investment decisions based on gathered information, including, but 

not limited to, economic, sector, industry, company and security research to attempt to forecast future investment performance. 

Technical Analysis:  Technical analysis generally refers to analyzing an investment’s price performance over a specified time period to 

attempt to predict future potential performance of that investment.  Technical analysis is often utilized in momentum-driven 

investment styles and may not incorporate fundamental analysis when making investment decisions. 

Drawdown:  A market drawdown refers to the investment performance from peak-to-trough over a specified time period. 

Price-to-Earnings Ratio:  The price-to-earnings ratio (P/E ratio) is the ratio of a company’s stock price to the company’s earnings per 

share.  The P/E ratio is often utilized as a metric in valuing a company. 

Price-to-Book Ratio:  The price-to-book ratio (P/B ratio) is the ratio of a company’s stock price to the company’s book value.  A 

company’s book value refers to the company’s total assets minus its intangible assets and liabilities.  A company’s book value is listed 

on its balance sheet and is the total value of the company that shareholders would theoretically receive if the company was liquidated, 

and liabilities were paid.  The P/B ratio is often utilized as a metric in valuing a company. 

Duration:  Duration is a measure of the sensitivity of a bond’s price to a change in interest rates.  Generally, the higher the duration 

of a bond or portfolio, the higher the sensitivity of that bond or portfolio to changes in interest rates.   

Credit Risk:  Credit risk refers to the risk of default on debt, where the borrower fails to pay, and the lender may lose a portion, or all 

of the principal lent to the borrower.  Generally, the higher the credit risk, the higher the yield and volatility of the security relative to 

other securities that are believed to have lower credit risk. 

Currency Risk:  Currency risk is a form of risk that arises from the change in price of one currency against another. Whenever investors 
or companies have assets or business operations across national borders, they face currency risk if their positions are not hedged.  
Exposure to foreign currencies can come from direct investing in foreign currencies or from investing in foreign assets (stocks, bonds, 
real estate, etc.).   
 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide or be construed as providing 
specific investment advice or recommendations for any individual security. 
 
Any economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that strategies 
promoted will be successful. 
 
The term “portfolios” used in this piece is in reference to the Freedom Wealth Alliance model portfolios.  Any reference to performance 
is based on estimated, unaudited, gross of fee performance of the model portfolios.  Model portfolio performance is calculated 
through Morningstar Direct based on model portfolio holdings.  Client accounts assigned a Freedom Wealth Alliance model portfolio 
may have positioning and performance that differs from the firm’s model portfolios at any given time. 
 
There is no assurance that the techniques and strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes.  The 
purchase of certain securities may be required to affect some of the strategies.  Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks 
including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal and potential illiquidity of the investment in a falling market. 
 
Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity.  Bond and bond mutual fund values and yields will decline 
as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in price.  Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed 
by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed 
principal value.  However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate. 
 
Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal, and potential illiquidity of 
the investment in a falling market. 
 
Asset management does not ensure a profit or protect against loss.  There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance 
overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk. 
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Alternative investments may not be suitable for all investors and should be considered as an investment for the risk capital portion of 
the investor’s portfolio.  The strategies employed in the management of alternative investments may accelerate the velocity of 
potential losses. 
 
International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not be suitable for all 
investors. These risks are often heightened for investments in emerging markets. 
 
Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through Freedom Wealth Alliance, a 
registered investment advisor and separate entity from LPL Financial. 
 

This research material has been prepared by Freedom Wealth Alliance. 


